Worksheet 6. Vocabulary review

Check the word or phrase that means the same as the word or phrase in bold.

1. The weather is cold today. **However**, we are going to the beach anyway.
   - O so
   - O but
   - O because

2. Our town has two bookstores, and there’s a big one in the mall **nearby**.
   - O far
   - O inside
   - O near, but not at the center

3. Our town is about fifteen miles south of Philadelphia. In fact, our town is a **suburb** of Philadelphia.
   - O downtown
   - O on the highway
   - O a small town next to a city

4. Their house is small, but it’s **lovely**.
   - O clean
   - O beautiful
   - O romantic

5. The restaurant is small and **charming**.
   - O expensive
   - O excellent
   - O pleasant and attractive

6. They **converted** their extra bedroom into an office.
   - O added
   - O painted
   - O changed

7. The kitchen is **spacious**. We always have dinner in the kitchen.
   - O large
   - O comfortable
   - O efficient

8. The store sells kitchen **appliances**.
   - O furniture
   - O machines
   - O floors

9. It’s **convenient** for everyone to meet on Tuesday at 10:00 A.M.
   - O hard
   - O necessary
   - O easy and comfortable

10. The restaurant is small and **cozy**. The chef usually greets us personally, and we have a wonderful dinner.
    - O expensive
    - O clean
    - O intimate and warm

11. Sue likes to wear all the **latest** fashions.
    - O newest
    - O oldest
    - O most expensive

   fashion = style